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EBBS 
AND FLOWS

Inspired by the elusive shapes of smoke swirling into the air, Twill perfectly connects 
hand-cut crystal glass elements into shimmering fabric-like draperies. Effortless, yet precise and intentional,

 the cascades of draped fabric capture the ethereal shape of smoke that would otherwise disappear in an instant.





There are wonderful shapes in rising smoke that imagination loves to watch. 
But it‘s a mistake to leave the fire for that filmy sight. Stay here at the flame‘s core.

RUMI



Lasvit Design: Táňa Dvořáková           Dimensions: 1 segment 1000 mm width × 2000 mm length           Primary Material: cut crystal beads, full lead (30% PbO)           Other Materials: polished stainless steel           Light Source: externally lit



Ribbons of crystal fabric in undulating shapes

Sheets of crystal fabric hang in organic form

Crystal fabric formed to evoke a flowerCrystal fabric formed to evoke a flower





Weightless and free, as if it had a life of its own. For all its ethereal beauty, smoke is a reminder of the transience of 
life. It is a fleeting, drifting and fading substance, rising and dissipating into nothingness, leaving behind nothing 

but memories and traces of its passing. Twill aims to capture and materialize exactly this ephemerality. 

Given its intricate structure, Twill also evokes meticulous lace made of crystal-glass. The physical properties of 
the pristine hand-cut material refracts light into a rainbow, and the resulting Twill installations positively glow, 

resembling flowing fabric, clouds in the sky, or flower petals. 
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ICONS
Some spaces are different and more demanding than others. For these unique spaces, Lasvit has curated 

a selection of their most definitive art pieces which re-imagine them as versatile lighting design systems that can 
uniquely fit even the most demanding of spaces. 

Lasvit Icons are imagined with a range of spaces in mind. From residences and hotels to restaurants and offices, our 
Lasvit designers re-think and re-purpose our most iconic sculptures to create sublime artistic experiences,

 tailored to taste and purpose. 



Versatile lighting design systems. Each with its unique character and story. 
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PRINCIPLED 
MODULARITY 

Icons by Lasvit strictly adhere to the artistic principles of their source but are designed to adapt to any interior 
space through a variety of sizes, shapes, colors and compositions.  

The final outcome consists in the artistic collaboration between our Lasvit designers  and their partners. This 
personal and intensive design process leads to a fusion of perspectives and tastes, and results in a one-of-a-kind 

expression based on a common vision. 



 
ICONS

INFUSED ANEW WITH YOUR UNIQUE ATTITUDE AND PERSONAL VISION




